
August 27, 2019 

Tom C. Hui, S.E., C.B.O. 
Director and Chief Building Official 
City and County of San Francisco 
Department of Building Inspection .· 
1660 Mission Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103-2414 

RE: Engineering Design Review 

Engineering Design Review Team 
(301 Mission Street Tower Permit) 

Voluntary Seismic Upgrade and Foundation Stabilization 
301 Mission Street Tower 
San Francisco, CA 
BUILDING PERMIT APPLICATION NOs. 2018.12.04.7402,2018.12.07.7819, 
AND 2018.12.07.7828 

Dear Tom, 

This letter provides a sununary of the independent Engineering Design Review of the voluntary 
seismic upgrade and foundation stabilization for the 301 Mission Street Tower (Permit No. 
2018.12.04. 7402), and the associated shoring and excavation design (Permit No. 2018.12.07. 7819) 
and indicator pile program (2018.12.07.7828). The Engineer of Record (EOR) for the project is 
Ronald Hamburger, S,E., of Simpson, Gumpertz & Heger, Inc. (SGH), who has been assisted with 
supporting geoteclmical engineering by John A. Egan, GE and Slate Geoteclmical Consultants 
(Slate). The Engineering Design Review Team (EDRT) consists of Dr. Shahriar Vahdani, Mr. 
Craig Shields, Dr. Marko Schotanus, and Dr. Gregory Deierlein (chair). 

The main features· of the structural upgrade are the addition of new piles, extending down to rock 
on the north and west sides· of the building, which will be attached to the building through an 
extension to the existing mat foundation. Note that" the foundation upgrade will require 
construction beyond the current .property line on the north (Mission Street) and west (Fremont 
Street) sides of the building. Associated with the foundation retrofit is installa~ion and testing of 
an indicator pile and installation oftemporary shoring to retain the sides of the excavation required 
to construct the foundation upgrade. As stated in the EOR' s basis of design, the structural upgrade 
is designed to meet the requirements of Section 403.9, Voluntary seismic improvements, of the 
San Francisco Existing Building Code· (SFEBC), with the intent to reduce future building 
settlement and improve the seismic performance of the foundation. 

The number and size of piles added is limited mostly by constraints of the site and the capability 
of the existing construction to transfer loads to the new piles, rather than driven by a targeted 
improvement in performance. As a result, and consistent with Section 403.9, the focus Of the 
review by the EDRT is an assurance (1) that the altered structure is no less conforming to the 
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provisions of the San Francisco Building Code with respect to earthquake design than it was prior 
to the alteration, and (2) that the alterations do not create structural irregularities. 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

The EDRT's independent review for the project was performed in accordance with the 
requirements of AB-082 (Nov. 21, 2018). Specifically, the review addressed the following topics: 

• Project design criteria, including performance objectives, site-specific spectra for the 
Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCER) hazard, and MCER ground motion histories; 

• Review of the geotechnical data and models to estimate resistance of the foundation 
elements to MCER ground motions and settlement under gravity loads; 

• Review of structural models and criteria to assess the safety of the superstructure and 
foundations under MCER ground motions and gravity loads; 

• Design of new piles and mat extension to meet the San Francisco Building Code 
requirements for new buildings under MCER ground motions and gravity loads; 

• Assessment of the existing piles, foundation mat, and superstructure to meeting the 
requirements of Section 403.9 of the California Existing Building Code . . 

The EDRT has reviewed material presented to us by SGH, John A. Egan, and &late during the 
design process. The following key documents, which reflect the state of the design as of August 
23,2019, include SGH's and Slate's satisfactory responses to EDRT comments. 

• Drawings: 301 Mission Street, Perimeter Pile Upgrade. Sheets SOOI through S503 (23 
sheets total, SGH, dated 8/23/2019). 

• Drawings: Perimeter Pile Upgrade- Indicator Pile Program, Sheets TOOO through T002 
(3 sheets total, SGH, dated 8/23/2019). 

• Drawings: Perimeter Pile Upgrade- Temporary Excavation Shoring, Sheets HOOO through 
S527 (12 sheets total, SGH, dated 8/23/2019). 

• Project Manual Millennium Tower Perimeter Pile Upgrade (443 pgs., dated 8/23/2019). 
• Structural Design Calculatio.Qs Volumes #1 (R6, 8/21/2019), #2 (RS, 6/7/2019), #3 (RS, 

6/7/2019), and #4 (R4, 5/20/2019) 
• Final Geotechnical Report_Revision 1 (48 pages plus Appendices A-E, Egan/Slate, dated 

8/13/2019). . 
• Written supplements and reports to EDRT comment log questions (through 8/26/2019). 

· In addition to providing written comments to the Design Team, which we tracked in a comment 
log (attached to this letter), we met face-to-face with members of the Design Team eleven times 
since September 2018. On each occasion we received updates on the design and discussed our 
most significant comments and the Design Team's responses to those comments. Where 
appropriate, the Design Team developed supplemental material relating to specific comments for 
our further review. 

FINDINGS 

To date, all our comments on the geotechnical and structural design have been adequately 
addressed by the Design Team, and there are no outstanding or unresolved issues. In our 
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prOfessional opinion, once the foundation retrofit is constructed, the b4ilding is expected to have 
performance consistent with the stated design objectives and section 403.9 of the SFEBC. 
Therefore, on the basis of our review we see no reason to withhold approval of the building permit 
for the structural upgrade of the foundation and the associated permits for shoring and excavation 
and the indicator pile program. 

Given the inherent uncertainties in the foundation settlement and response, we recommend that 
the building performance be monitored during and upon completion ofthe proposed construction. 
Due to the characteristics of the Old Bay clay, which underlies the building foundation, the 
maximum stress developed within the existing mat and its extension due to uplift forces imposed 
by the new piles could occur over months, if not years, after jacking of the new piles has been 
completed. As specified in the design drawings, the EOR (SGH) has proposed a system of 
monitoring the mat settlement, pile forces, and building movement during jacking of the new piles 
and continuing for 10 years after completion of construction. The proposed construction has been 
designed to maintain necessary access to perform the monitoring and inspection of the new piles. 
The monitoring is to be performed by the Geotechnical Engineer and reported to the EOR and the 
San Francisco Department of Building Inspection. The EDRT considers the 10-year monitoring 
program, as specified in the foundation retrofit design drawings, to be appropriate and consistent 
with San Francisco's building code requirements. 

The proposed foundation improvements are not currently considered a required repair according 
to the provisions of the San Francisco Existing Building Code and are therefore cl~ified as a 
voluntary seismic retrofit. If the proposed retrofit is not implemented, further building tilt due to 
continued settlement may increase forces and deformations on the foundation, which in the future, 
could trigger mandatory repair provisions of the San Francisco Existing Building Code. 

Finally, to the extent that successful execution of the proposed design is contingent on field 
conditions that are consistent with assumptions inade in the design and will be validated by (1) 
testing during the indicator pile program, (2) installation and jacking of the new piles within 
tolerances, (3) surveys and inspection of structural attachments to the existing mat foundation, and 
(4) monitoring ofbuilding performance after implementatfon of the proposed foundation upgrade, 
we recommend that the EDRT remain engaged to advise the City of San Francisco through 
completion of construction and the 1 0-year monitoring program. 

LIMITATIONS OF SCOPE 

The EDRT's scope is limited to Engineering Design Peer Review, where our findings are based on 
the review of material submitted to us as indicated in our scope of work and the comment log. The 
responsibility for the design remains fully with the Structural Engineer of Record and Geotechnical 
Engineer of Record, consistent with AB-082 and Section 6.1.1 of the SEAOC recommendations 
for Project Design Peer Review [SEAOC, 1999, Recommended Guidelines for the Practice of 
Structural Engineering in California, Chapter 4, Project Design Peer Review, Professional Practice 
Committee, Structural Engineers of California, Sacramento California, Fifth Edition, September 
1999.]. As outlined in our scope of work, our review has not addressed permitting issues 
associated with construction that extends outside of the 301 Mission Street building's property 
lin~. Moreover, the City of San Francisco is responsible for plan review of the design, including 
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coordination of the construction work with utilities, transportation, and other infrastructure and 
activities that are impacted by the construction work. 

The EDRT is pleased to continue to assist SFDBI on this important project. Please contact us if 
you have ariy questions or need any further discussion in this regard. 

Sincerely, 

301 Mission Street Foundation Retrofit Engineering Design Review Team 

Gregory G. Deierlein, Ph.D., P.E. 
Gregory G. I:1eierlein, Inc. 

Marko Schotanus, Ph.D., P.E., S.E. 
MarxJOk:ubo Associates, Inc. 

Shahriar Vahdani, Ph.D., P.E. 
Applied GeoDynamics, Inc. 

Craig Shields, P .E., G.B. 
Rockridge Geotechnical 

cc: Naomi Kelly (City Administrator), Richard Tam (DB!), Ronald Hamburger (EOR) 

Enclosure: 301 Mission Street- EDRT Comment Log- Final, August 27, 2019. 
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301 Mission Strut · Volunury Foundation Retrofit 
Ensineerins Oesi&n Review T earn (fORT} Log 

Rev/tW Pinel Mt:mblu 
GO Gres Deirrlein, Chair 
MS Marko Schotanus, R&C 

CS CraigShields 
SV Shi3h Vadani 

com.tru<tlon Documents Ph<~se Issue and Re..,lsion Oates 
Cales Vl ·Design Overview 12/3/18 
Cales V:Z·Gravity 12/3/18 
CC11csV3·lillerill 12/3/18 
Calcs V4- Details 12/3/18 
2018_11_30_Gectech Report Combined 11/30/18 
SGH·301Missicn_Permit_Shoring 12.05-201g 12/5/18 
SGH • 301 Mission_Permit 12.03-2018 12/3/18 
SGH • 301 Misslon_Permit Test Prcsram 11/S/18 
301 Mission Street-Perimeter Pile Civil-201811 ,2 11/29/18 

10 201&.12-05 Shoring Design Report Permit Submit 12/5/ 18 
11 ROHamburger _Basis of Oe\ign (Oct, 9 2018} 10/9/18 

12 SGH~301 Mission Specifications 2018-12..()3 12/3/18 

COmment lo& EXCEL fileMmes, as istu.d by EORT 

DATE 
l/16/2019 301 Mission Street- EDRT Comment Log Vl 

CIJmrnenll lrt EDRT 

1/14/2019 '" 

1/14/2019 •II 

1/14/2019 ,,, 

1/14/2019 .. 
1/14/2019 '" 
1/14/2019 '" 
l/14/2019 '" 
1/14/2019 ,,, 

1/14/2019 '" 
10 1/14/2019 '" 
11 1/14/2019 '" 
12 1/14/2019 '" 
13 1/14/2019 •II 

14 1/14/2019 •• 
15 1/14/2019 ,,, 
16 l/14/2019 '" 
" ) JI4(l019 oil 
18 1/14/2019 oil 

19 1/14/2019 •II 

20 1/14/2019 .. 

21 1/14/2019 '" 

r. 1., r'..r-81<! cal'lflrm the Hsential basis of the desisn (e s, the basis and justincatlon for the retrofit as avoluntilry retrofit) as 
dl:t.t lt'lfJ>Ji\1"-ed from other desired objectives (e s, Cales V1- Oe5i&n 0\lel"\llew (Vl}, PS· 2) Discuss hew the vertical and 
l;~tcral strensth of the; foundation system has chansed as a result of the ~ettlement~. •nd confirm this should not be 
comldered ''Substantial Structural Damase" Confirm how the minimum build In& code requirements will be 
demor. truH. includlnf! applicable buildinf! code (e s-, SF·E•istin& BC 2016; ASCE 7·10; ACI 318-14) and any e•ception5 

ta~~n to lhecode ltt.!! •• PffR lBI V1 A!:C£ H6Chp~i 
1,3 Confirm that thl! non-symmetric foundation retrofit does not create a plan Irregularity (Vl, PR· 4) and the effect of any 

eccentricity on the torsional buildins response and non-uniform foundation support (i e., hard poinh created by installins 
new pi!~ sod:eted within rock and variation of aJiialloads on the eltllstina piles due to unloadina on the north and west 
.,ide of the matl 

1,3,5 h gt1 Confirm lhe MCE spectrum to be used as the basi~ of thl! MCE desisn evaluation and that it meets the SF building code 
requirements (e g., 80% of ASCE 7·10, site class D), and the iiHUmptions and details of around motion selection and 

sc:alin~trorNLA:HA. 

Vl, Table 3-3: Please confirm~ (l) if the foundation mat rotation criteria ofO 01 radians ilpplies lo the total rotation 
(including settlement deformations to date), total future rotation (future settlement plus MCE demand), or future 
eilrthouakes MCE demandl and {2.1 the basis of the 0.01 rildian lim)t, eonslderi.ng induced reinforc:.inR bar strains. 
Vl, Table 3-3: Pleue confirm hew the core wall rebar and wall strains will be determined in the MCE analysis as related to 
the justification for the specified acceptance criteriil. 

Vl, Section 3 6 2 1. Please confirm/edit the l;mguage that susgests the ceotechnlcal analyses are not complete, e.s, 
"layering w II include" We note further improvement to the geotechnical study Is also referenced at the bottom of Pase 
12/46 of SLATE 11/30/2018 report. 
Geo Report (Section 9.1, 9 2 3)- Some of the references to pile properties seem to be inconsistent with the latest desien 
as described in the drawinas (e 1 , reference to 850 kip pile yield force, 18-in dia, steel casing, 3" dia. central bar). Please; 
check and confirm that the eo technical anal is reflects the PJ:Opcned final aile foundation desi~~:n, 

hig~ G@O Report (Section 9 4}- Please confirm (1) what additional anillyses are Included with respect to the settlement analyses 
and soil·structure inte raction (e .s .• 30 settlement 01nalyses and consideration of mat/superstructure stiffness in the 
settlement ukuliltions), .and (2) the timetable to complete the Mfuture improvements" that will potentially influence the 
final foundation desisn We note that settlement 01nalysis performed to date is b.lsed on a decoupled anillysis method 
(i.e., calculatin& the stt~us ~A~ithin otd Bay day usins FlAC 30 and computina eonsolidiltion ~ttlements usins one
dimensional consolidation analysis method). If a decoupled aMiysis appro.ch is adopted for final design, an adequate 
number of iteriltlons between FLAC :m and one-dimensional consolldation analyses hu to be performed The last 
iteration would ensure compatibility between 'tress calculiltlons from FLAC 30 and one-dimensional consolidation 
settlement calculations. we note that the settlement values shown on Figure A·6 are the results of the first iteration . 

hiKh Gee Report (Sections 9.3 and 9A)- Ple01se confirm if the effect of tower til tins (e.g, eccentricity caused by tower tilting) is 
Included in the FLAC3D analyses of soil stresses , If not, please Include a Justification to confirm what effect tiltins will have 

h sh Effect of Future Consolidation on Integrity of the Existins Mat Foundation- Flaure A-6 of the Geotechnical report shows 
the predicted settlement at the top of the Old Bay clay layer to have sianifiant 'dlshinf!' (distortion from a plane). How 
m>Jch of this distortion will be reilliZed by the mat7 Has mat stiffness and Its effects on redistribution of settlement at 
deeth been accounted for? 
Geo Report (Fisure A-2, A-3)- Please provide Further informiltion on the data and analyses used to create the stress 
contours in Fieures A-2 01nd A-3, Specifically, please plot preccnsolidation pressure values obtained from laboratory 

testinlt on Fl11ure A-3-B. 

Gee Report IT able A-3): Please; pro\lide further informillion en the test data to support the: e.1pected soil properties (and 
variability) in Table A·3 Additioniilly, identify which of the parametert are bued on the; total stress method (short term 
loadinR.} and which puameters are based on the effeclive .streu meth.od (lona..term Joad.inal. 
Geo Report (Sectfon 9.3,3 and figures A-7 ilnd A-8). Please confirm the criter~ for disurdin& some of the MC 5imulations. 
lhe claim in the te11t (that simulations outside of +/·10% were discarded} seems inconsistent with the hi\toarams in the 
left panels of A-7 and A-8. 

high location of Test Pile: Please confirm the lociltion of the test pile, The location shown on Drilwing TOOl (Beale Street) is 
different from the location we discussed at the proiect review meetin (corner of Mission and Fremont}. 
Evaluation of SUck Coat Friction Coefficient: We would suuest considerlns: whether the pile test c.en be adapted to also 

evaluilte the effective skin friction provided by the Slick Coat material (e 8, by Installing another Osterberg cell above the 
rock ilnd/or instaltln addition ill strain JRII:es above the bedrocJ.;l, 
Strain G.!&e Locations: Please Include the strain aage locations on Drawln~~; TCXI2 

h sh Please confirm and specify what steps to take and what instrumentation to provide durin& the pile test prcsram to record 
drillins rates and other information to help establish criteria for adjusting the required rock socket lengths during future 

ln.stallallon of the foun.diitlon Pllfi. 

5,7, 12 h;gh Please Include In the geotechnical report, the foundation retrofit drawlnas. and the specification: (1} the assumed desisn 
basts for the rock socket lengths, with provisions to update this based on the test pile, and (2} procedures and criteria for 
adjuslin& pile embedment lensths during construction based on dritlina rates or other installation dilta, The procedures 
for making adjustments to the design pile lengths should include criteria for submittal of desian and permit revisions with 
associated review and approval from OBI We would recommend that when the adjustments e.-ceed (a) the originillly 

specified v.alues by more than 10% at each pile or (b) affect more than 5 plies, OBI must be Informed ilnd review the 
ild·ustme;nts. 

5, 7 

7,12 

hish Pleue confirm how the presence of the; elristins shoring wall between the podium buikting and tower has been 
comldered In the retrofit desisn and delerminalion orfutore mat settlement Specifically, will1he gap between the mat 
and the top of the shorins wall close and result in ildditionill tower tilt to the wesl, considerin& that settlement of the 
shoring wall Is likely to be constrilined by the podium buftdinB which does nol ~ettle at the 5ame rate at the in terface with 
the tower. Plu~e compare the as measured aaps (from the LERA testing proar01m) with the predicted future settlements 
from analysis 

high Orwgs 5402, S502 and Specification: Specify appropriate corrosion prot!ctlon for the thread rods that will transfer loild 
intotheplles. 

Dot• 
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25 l/14/2019 '" 

26 1/14/2019 '" 
27 1/14/2019 '" 

28 1/14/2019 •II 

29 1/14/2019 '" 
30 1/14/2019 •It 

31 l/14/2019 '" 

" 1[14/2019 oil 

33 1/14/2019 '" 
" 1/14/2019 olt 

35 1/20/2019 sv 

36 1/20/2019 sv 

" 1/20/2019 SV 

,. 1/21/2019 sv 

39 1/21/2019 sv 

40 1/21/2019 sv 

41 l/21/2019 sv 

42 1/21/2019 sv 

" 1/21/2019 sv 

.. 1/21/2019 sv 

45 1/21/2019 sv 

46 1/21/2019 sv 

47 1/21/1019 sv 

"' •• 
so 

t:NO OF CDMMINT5 

3,7 

4,7 

2,7 

3,4 

7,12 

6,12 

Drwgs: The EORT suuests that the desisn includes provisions for access to the pile anchoraae vault so iiS to permit 
re&ular Inspection of the pile anchoril&es The moisture within the Vilult should be carefully contrCllled by a desi&ned 

1ystem thilt may include elements such as a drilin connectins to the biiSement drilinaae dischar&e system, 

The EORT further tUJieSIS that the desi&n allows for future adjuttment to the julting load on piles (which would also 
f equireaccess 

Ngn Drwgs S..02, 5502: Specify how the band/friction will be eliminated/reduced between the 24" pile casins and the 10' thick 

mat extension so as to permit preload ins Clf the piles Plene provide supporting information to confirm the effectiveness 

of the bond/friction break~ 

h gh Orwgs 5.1102, 5502: Spt!cify how the bcmd/friction will be eliminated/reduced between the 24" pile casinB and the CLSM fill 

and soil below the mat sou to minimize load in& of the underlyins clay durins pile preloadlng Please provide supportlna 

information to confirm the effectiveness of the bond/friction break. Has the variability in the frlction coefficient been 

considered in the evaluation of stresses in the cli!Y lavers for sell\ement alculiltions7 

h'gi'l 

Cales V3 -lateral (V3), Section 7 4: Has the RFI ildjustment to mat shear reinforcement {V3, JJg 193) been considered In 

the evilluation of the mat shear capacity? Perhaps Vs should be ne1lected in the Vfl term (V3. Pfi- 19S); otherwis~ more 

analysis is needed to demonstrate that the headed bars will participate in a strut-tie mechanism for shear Relilt~d to this 

c;onfirm if the repr~s~ntatlon of existiniJ headed bar§ is correct in 5401? 

Cales V4- Details (V4) and Drwg. S502: Please proOJide calculiltions to check the apacity of the anchorase plate attilched 

at the base of the threaded anchor rods, 

Cales V2 ·Gravity (V2) 11nd Orwg, S202: Has the influence of the shorins walls (for both the orlslnal mat construction and 

the retrofit) been considered in the response under lateral earthquake effects, includln& possible effects on pile 

deformations and/or causing an eccentricity in foundation response? 

Confirm what pile forces are used in the ani! lysis and calculations to che<k the milt shear/moment capc~city and the 

connection to the new mat mension IDesit~n 800 kios 7 Thread bar strenl{l:h .lll3 ki01.? Or Other?} 

COnstruction Monitoring: What are the plans for monitorin1 the building settlement (or other response parameters) 

l:lurinR. the construction and aile prestressinll7 

In the shoring drawings and specification, please indicate the type and amount of dewaterlnB that Is expected to be 

necessary for the eltavalion and construction of the foundation rll!trofit 

Drawings C2.1 and C3: Please confirm whether the proposed pile locations have been coordinated with utilities to ensure 

that the confi&uratlon of new piles will work with the utilities that are to remain in place (e 8, high pressure water an west 

and north faces) 

Orws 5101- Correct numberinB of the construction steps (i.e, chan&e step 7 to step 6/7). 

h'gl'\ Interaction be:tween tower 1nd podium: Please confirm how the interaction between the tower and podium has been 

considered in the MCE analvsis and by how much the seismic resPOnse of each buildinJ; Is affKted by the interaction . 
1,5 Pl~ase confirm the basis for auuming Site Clus D far tht design, aiven that some liJyers of the underlyina 5oils have low 

shear wave velocitie~ with Vs(30) below the minimum value (600ft/sec) specified in ASCE 7-10 for Site Class D w/o 

•ccounting For presence of piles, i.e please demonstrate that presence of piles would incruse Vs(30) to a value sreater 
than600ft/s 
Section 9.2.1 & Table Al : For OBC, an elastic model of consolidation has been used, Pleue justify Elastic Modulus for this 
laver presented on Table Al 

W' ui,...11r" Section 9 2.3 & 11.7: No load zone has be:n specified as SO feet below the surface ofOBC; wheren, in Sll!ction 11.7 and 

during the meetinll on 12/21/2018, it was stated that all ultl p i~ loads will be transferred to bedrock. Please clarify. 

Section 9.2.5 :Please provide ~lte-specific relationships for secondary consolidation based on laboratory testina performl!'d 

Table A3: Please justify dearee of consolidation ofO BS. Ooes using this value result in obscNed settlement to date? 

Losically, desree of consolidation varies within OBC layer. Why a uniform shape been assumed for desree of 

consolidation? Please justify usinB variation in preconsolidation pressure of-2 64 and -t3 96. Why best estimate 

rt'OOmpn!!!u.lc, lru:ie1 (0.1 t. oL.ttTldv e~fmlrolmum u~ mitlllrru.UPl ran11,~ 
ligh section 9 2 6: Why calculated settlement at the surface ofOBC has been compared with settlement markers at the 

surface of mat!' This assumes OBC settlements are directly transferred to the mat; this assumption isnores mat's riBidity. 

Section 9 4 : In the statement" ... the propo1ed perimeter pile upgrade would be deslsned to withstand additional 

'enlement as much as 121nches:. clea~ Identify where 12 inches has been assumed to occur. 

Section 10 3: Passive resistance on the south side hn been tanored. Please demonstrate that this Is not lin overly 

conservative assumption Also It would be appropriate to t.apture maximum soil resistance on the south side and 

como.Jre 1twlt.h the malrnwrn o.1.U::n so:.l ~~nurr rh!lllt111n b-a•/tu islol!n ,(lHj ned kt 
Section 10 4: It is aareed that due to silo effects, the at-rest and active soil pressure on the side would be: minimal. 

However, train box would Interact with the soil in front of south side, and as such, it would be prudent to account for the 

Interaction between the two structures. 

Section 10 4: Please confirm linch gilp exists on the ent side be:tween the tower lind the podium Other values fort~ 

sap hu been referred to fn varlous reports Furthermore, It is not clear how various literal resistances are combined IS 

presented on Figure 8-3. Please provide sketches showing the tower bau wall and mat thicknesses /lengtl'ls in an four 

directions for I he tower and for the odium. 

Section 11.1: It is stated that "the axial pile resistance will be modeled as a liinsle sprin1 in the vertical direction in the 

10tructural model~ Please clarify how changes in asia I pile loads during static loading condition (due to tilting of the tower) 

and during desiAn seismic event will be accounted usinl a sln1le sprina reoresentina.aJial ofle. roup stiHn.ess. 

Section 11.3: What is the best estimate of actual aslal pile loads with and w/o consideration for tiltin&7 We note that 

f igure C-10 provides ratio of Individual oile loads to the averue oile load. but averalile oile load hasn't be.en speci6ed. 

High section 11.6: Please comment on computed e.11isting pile lead rotations shown on Fie:ures C·11 and C-12 with those 
estimated by LERA. 

r.g., Section 11.5..4: The recommended ultimate skin friction In Frandsan Formation of 12 k.sf is somewhat hisher than those 

recently measured at oceanwide pr~ect site which was in the range of 8.5 to9,0 ksf. Also, for 1,500 kips load, the rock 

socket length is reported as 32 feet which is in conflict with 12 ksf ultimate frictional ~oedtv. PleiiSe clarify. 
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Information Sheet {6/6/2019) 

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
1650 MISSION STREET, SUITE 400 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103-2479 
MAIN: (415] SSB-6378 SFPLANNING.ORG 

301 Mission/Millennium Tower Perimeter Pile Upgrade Project 
Planning Department Case No. 2018-016691ENV 

What's the background for this project? 
The Millennium Tower (Tower) is a 58-story, 645-foot-tall mixed-use development tower 
building and a 12-story, 125-foot-tall podium building co-located at 301 Mission Street. Since its 
construction in 2009, the tower building has experienced settlement due to compression of the 
soil layer beneath its foundation. The Millennium Tower Homeowner's Association (MTHA) has 
provided monitoring data indicating that the greatest amount of settlement (17 .3 inches) has 
occurred near the intersection of Mission and Fremont Streets, causing the top of the tower 
building to tilt approximately 15.5 inches to the northwest. 

What's happening now? What isn't happening? 
The MTHA is proposing to implement a structural upgrade to the tower building's foundation 
along Mission and Fremont streets to address the sinking and tilting and prevent further 
settlement. 

Specifically, the proposed Millennium Tower Perimeter Pile Upgrade Project includes the 
installation of approximately 52 perimeter piles (vertical structural supports) drilled into the 
ground beneath the sidewalk. The piles would support a new, additional foundation -
colloquially referred to as a "collar" foundation -that would be tied to the tower building's 
existing foundation to provide greater support. The project, if approved, would not change any 
existing land uses on the Tower site. 

The MTHA has applied for various City permits and approvals related to the project. The San 
Francisco Planning Department (Planning Department) is conducting environmental review for 
the project under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

Construction activities have not yet started, as the necessary permits cannot be considered for 
approval until the Planning Department has completed the environmental review and 
published the results. 

What is the project timeline? 
Based on the tentative schedule, the Planning Department anticipates publishing a preliminary 
environmental review document in November 2019. The document will address the project's 
potential physical environmental impacts, such as effects to transportation, air quality, and 
noise during the construction period. Review of all necessary permit applications will take place 
within approximately one-month after the environmental review process has been completed. 
Project construction is anticipated to last approximately 22 months. 



What are the other agencies doing? 
The San Francisco Department of Building Inspection (OBI) is reviewing the proposed 
structural design and all building permits filed for the project to ensure the structural integrity 
of the proposed work. OBI is working closely with an independent expert engineering peer 
review panel to review the project design. The City anticipates completion of the peer review 
process by approximately June 30, 2019. 

San Francisco Public Utilities Commission {SFPUC) 
Any groundwater encountered during construction will need to be removed from the site. Prior 
to any removal, the SFPUC will test groundwater samples to ensure compliance with SFPUC 
standards. The project team must obtain permit(s) from SF PUC in compliance with federal and 
state requirements. 

San Francisco Public Works (Public Works} is reviewing all permanent and construction-related 
occupancy of the public right-of-way, along with street tree removal permits. 

The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) is reviewing the construction 
logistics plan, including proposed street and sidewalk use as well as traffic, transit, bicycle, and 
pedestrian rerouting associated with project construction. 

The San Francisco Department of Public Health is reviewing the project for conformance with 
applicable City regulations related to soil and groundwater contamination, collectively known 
as the Maher Ordinance. 

How could this project affect me? 
During the construction period, large construction equipment would be operated and stored 
within the public right-of-way along Fremont, Mission, and Beale Streets. These construction 
areas would be closed to the public. 

On weekdays, construction work is anticipated to occur between 7 am and 8 pm as is permitted 
by the Noise Ordinance (San Francisco Police Code Article 29). There may be occasional 
weekend work between 7 am and 8 pm. Nighttime equipment and material deliveries are 
anticipated during an approximately nine-month portion of the project. Construction activities 
occurring at night (i.e., 8 pm to 7 am) would require special permits from SFMTA and OBI. 
Residents and employees in nearby buildings may experience noise from project construction 
activities. Public Works and SFMTA anticipate that some of the travel lanes and sidewalks 
adjacent to the project site would be closed temporarily to enable the construction to proceed 
safely. In addition, SFMTA may relocate existing Muni and other bus stops near the project site 
during construction. 
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A consultant is developing a transportation management plan with input from the project 
sponsor and in coordination with City staff to minimize disruption in the project vicinity. 

lf you have concerns about project const ruction activities, please contact Nick Roosevelt of J. 

Abrams Law, P.C. at (415) 549-8650 or nroosevelt@jabramslaw.com, 

Is there any public notification of the environmental review? 
As part of the environmental review for the project, the Planning Department will distribute a 
Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review (also known as a Neighborhood Notice) 
to the residents and property owners on-site and within 300 feet of the Tower site, as well as to 
neighborhood organizations in the vicinity and persons who have submitted a written request 
for a copy of the Neighborhood. Notice to the Environmental Review Coordinator listed below. 

The Planning Department issues a Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) if it determines that 
the proposed project, with mitigation, could not have a significant adverse effect on the 
environment. If the Planning Department prepares a preliminary MND for the project, it will 
distribute a Notice of Availability of and Intent to Adopt a Mitigated Negative Declaration to 
Tower residents and property owners and other residents and property owners within 300 feet 
of the Tower site, as well as to organizations and individuals who have submitted a written 
request for a copy of the Notice to the Environmental Review Coordinator listed below. The 
Planning Department will also post the Notice of Availability of and Intent to Adopt a Mitigated 
Negative Declaration on the Planning Department's website at 
https://sfplanning.org/environmental-review-documents. Publication of an MND is not a 
decision by the City to carry out or not to carry out the proposed project. 

Public Works will post additional public notice of public hearing(s) before the Board of 
Supervisors regarding one or more approval actions associated with the project. 

How can I participate/obtain more information? 
You can participate in several stages of the project review and approval process. 

You can: (1) submit comment during the public comment period following the distribution of 
the Neighborhood Notice or following publication of the preliminary environmental review 
document; (2) access the environmental review document and Notice of Availability on the 
Planning Department's website at https:Usfplannlng.org/environmental-review-documents: 
and (3) provide comment at any public hearings that may take place as part of the project 
review and approval process. 

The project~related plans, the Neighborhood Notice, and other information related to the 
environmental review of the project are available at the Planning Department's Property 
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Information Map accessible online at http://propertymap.sfplanning.org. Search for 301 
Mission Street or 2018-016691ENV. 

For questions related to the project's potential physical environmental effects or the CEQA 
review process, please contact Kei Zushi, Environmental Review Coordinator, at (415) 575-9038 
or CPC301missionCEQA@sfgov.org. 

For questions related to the Planning Department's review of the project outside of the CEQA 
process, please contact Claudine Asbagh, Principal Planner, at (415) 575-9165 or 
Claudine.Asbagh@sfgov.org. 
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